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Article abstract
Apprehending words in their statistical relations with the other words of a text,
comparing the system of relationships that characterize their use in several
texts enables us to break into their meaning as it were, since words are to be
read subconsciously in the network of relations that articulates them. An
example of this kind of study is given with the terms masse and classe taken
from trade union resolutions from various union council meetings. It becomes
clear that specific usage characterizes both these words, and especially one in
relation to the other. Masse and classe , absent from the speeches of Force
Ouvrière and the CFTC, illustrate an era of the CFDT and classe and masse , in
that order, are typical of the permanent orthodoxy of the CGT. Behind the
presence and the order of these forms ideological options and political
intentions are outlined. Is that the meaning? It is, if before seeing beings of
reason in words the lexicologist sees their reason for being in their use.
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